HOW TO TRANSFER FROM THE AIRPORT TO
YOUR APARTMENT (AND BACK…)
Once at the airport
When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, go to your left. Withdraw cash from one of the
ATM machines - that is the best way to exchange. 1 EUR = approximately 27 CZK. Usually your
bank charges a fixed fee +%, so it is better to withdraw bigger amount at a time (but not more
than you would want to carry with you)
Then:

TAXI
AAA taxi The most simple and recommended solution. It
will cost you 600 to 700 CZK, they are reliable.
If you really prefer to have someone waiting for you
with your name on a cardboard: you can order a City
Taxi car by calling +420 257 257 257 (they speak
English). Of course they will need your name and flight
details.

RENTeGO AIRPORT TRANSFER SERVICE WITH OUR PARTNER DRIVER
Our partner driver awaits you at the airport and drives you to the apartment. This is especially
recommended for lastminute reservations since there is not enough time to send you keys in
advance. The price is comparable the standard taxi so it is a good deal.



How to book a transfer

1. Please provide us with the necessary information via this form:
https://docs.google.com/a/rentego.com/forms/d/1JgNi13LKggz4omgVvO6N91FHn5F-df_ybzVEuSWNg0/viewform?c=0&w=1

2. Our Team will contact you in case our partner driver is not available (but this
almost never happens) and we will propose you another solution. We will contact you also
in case the driver will be handing you the key of the building (in case we are not able to
post it to you in advance).
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3. After arrival
Our driver will be expecting you at prearranged place with a sign with your name (at the
airport – Arrivals hall, train/bus station – Burger King restaurant). He will drive you directly
to the apartment and answer all your questions (he speaks English).
4. Payment
Please proceed with the payment directly to our driver in cash (in euros or in czech
crowns).
5. FAQ
-

The trip takes approximately 30 min
In case the hours of CHECK IN/OUT of your apartment does not correspond with
times of your arrival/departure, let us know, we will find the best possible solution
for your particular situation
In case of a delay, please contact us on the following number 00420 22 43
23 736, possibly text 00420 608 734 934. Once in the plane, no worries, we will
follow the landing time of your plane on the Internet. But if you get stuck in the
luggage area, please let us know. Without previous notice, the driver will wait for
you 60 min. maximum after the arrival of your plane.

Price list – airport
(train and bus/coach station – the price is 10€ lower)
Transport from the airport
to the apartment

Transport both ways

Passengers
1-4
5
6
7

Passengers
29€/700Kc
33€/800Kc
37€/900Kc
40€/1000Kc

1-4
5
6
7

50€/1250Kc
56€/1400Kc
62€/1550Kc
68€/1700Kc

In case you are a bigger group, we will prepare a tailor made price for you.
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
The cheapest solution - use public transportation, see the details of how to get from the airport
to your apartment. This list is for all apartments so make sure you pick the right one.
Please click on name of your apartment to see detailed directions.
APARTMENTS near PRAGUE CASTLE
1. LORETA .................................................................................................................................4
APARTMENTS in UJEZD RESIDENCE ...............................................................................................5
2. NOVA ....................................................................................................................................5
3. MALA ....................................................................................................................................5
4. UJEZD ...................................................................................................................................5
5. PRIMA ...................................................................................................................................5
6. MINKA ..................................................................................................................................5
7. KINSKY .................................................................................................................................5
8. KAMPA2 ................................................................................................................................5
APARTMENTS in NEW TOWN .........................................................................................................6
9. KUNDERA .................................................................................................................................6
APARTMENTS in KAROLINY SVETLE STREET ..............................................................................7
10. VIOLET ...............................................................................................................................7
11. KLARA .................................................................................................................................7
12. KAROLINA ...........................................................................................................................7
13. IRIS ....................................................................................................................................7
APARTMENTS in the heart of OLD TOWN ........................................................................................8
14. LILI ........................................................................................................................................8
15. SYNAGOGA .............................................................................................................................9
16. ROXY .................................................................................................................................... 10
APARTMENTS in KAPROVA STREET ........................................................................................... 11
17. KAPROVA .............................................................................................................................. 11
18. RUFOLFINUM ........................................................................................................................ 11
APARTMENTS in KLIMENTSKA STREET (and closeby) .................................................................... 12
19. SMETANA .......................................................................................................................... 12
20. KLIMT ............................................................................................................................... 12
21. VINCENT ........................................................................................................................... 12
22. MASARYK .............................................................................................................................. 13
23. MOLDAU ............................................................................................................................... 14
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APARTMENTS near PRAGUE CASTLE
1. LORETA
A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 40 min) :
When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead.
Take bus 191 to the stop “Vypich”. It takes around 30 minutes with no traffic.
At Vypich, take the tram line number 22 direction „Nadrazi Hostivar“ to the stop Pohorelec
(takes 7 minutes).
Then continue walking in the direction of the Castle, crossing “Pohorelec Square” (a part of it
serves as a parking lot)
Go down the quiet “Loretanska street” that leads to the Castle.
Your apartment is in a beautiful historical building on your right, in N° 7 of
Loretanska stree
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APARTMENTS in UJEZD RESIDENCE
2. NOVA
3. MALA
4. UJEZD
5. PRIMA
6. MINKA
7. KINSKY
8. KAMPA2
A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 45 min) :
When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead
Take bus 119 to its terminus, that is “Nadrazi Veleslavin” (count 17 minutes).
From there, take the green metro line A to the stop „Malostranska“
At Malostranska, take the tram number 20 direction „Sidliste Barrandov“ to the stop „Ujezd“
Once you get out continue walking straight ahead.
You are already in the “Ujezd” street – and you can find your apartment at N°5 on the right
side of the street.
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APARTMENTS in NEW TOWN
9. KUNDERA
A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 35 min):
When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead
Take bus 119 to its terminus, that is “Nadrazi Veleslavin” (count 17 minutes).
From there, take the metro – green line A to the stop "Mustek".
When coming out of the metro look for the directions to Jungmannovo namesti.
Jungmannova is the street on your right – just continue walking till you reach number 5
where your apartment is.
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APARTMENTS in KAROLINY SVETLE STREET
10. VIOLET
11. KLARA
12. KAROLINA
13. IRIS
A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 40 min):
When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead
Take bus 119 to its terminus, that is “Nadrazi Veleslavin” (count 17 minutes).
From there, take the metro – green line A to the stop "Staromestska".
From there, take tram 17 or 18 to stop "Narodni divadlo".
Then continue walking as if following the tram that you have just got out of.
Take the 1st turn to the left to “Karoliny Svetle” street and walk until the N°12. To find your
apartment, enter the courtyard.
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APARTMENTS in the heart of OLD TOWN
14. LILI
A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 40 min):
When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead
Take bus 119 to its terminus, that is “Nadrazi Veleslavin” (count 17 minutes).
From there, take the metro – green line A to the stop "Staromestska".
From there, take tram 17 or 18 to stop "Narodni divadlo".
Then continue walking as if following the tram that you have just got out of.
Take the 1st turn to the left to “Karoliny Svetle” street
Turn to 2nd or 3rd street to the the right, both of them will take you to
“Betlemske Square”
Your apartment is in the 1st building on your left in N°1 of “Liliova” street on the corner with
“Betlemske Square” – recognizable by “Zatisi” restaurant on the ground floor.
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15. SYNAGOGA
A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 45 min) :
When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead.
Take bus 119 to its terminus, that is “Nadrazi Veleslavin” (count 17 minutes).
From there, take the green metro line to the stop "Staromestska" (line A).
Once you get out the underground, take “Kaprova” street and walk towards the white
building of St. Nicolas baroque church - the “gate” to the famous Old Town Square .
Turn left just before entering the Old Town Square, taking “Maislova” street .
Then take the 2nd street on the left (“U stareho hrbitova” street)and walk to N°4.
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16. ROXY
A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 45 min):

When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead.
Take the bus number 100 and go to its final destination “Zlicin”.
From there, take the yellow metro line to the stop "Namesti Republiky" (line B).
Take “Obecni dum” exit when going out from the underground. Follow “Revolucni” street
towards Vltava river.
Once/after you have passed “Kotva” department store (big black glass building on your left)
take the 1st turn to the left to “Dlouha” street.
You will find your apartment after a few meters on the left side –it‘s N°38
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APARTMENTS in KAPROVA STREET
17. KAPROVA
18. RUFOLFINUM
A taxi will cost you around 23 €
By public transportation (takes about 30 min):

When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead.
Take bus 119 to its terminus, that is “Nadrazi Veleslavin” (count 17 minutes).
From there, take the green metro line to the stop "Staromestska" (line A).
Once you get out the underground, take “Kaprova” street and walk towards white building of
St Nicolas baroc church - the “gate” to the famous Old Town Square
Your flat is on the right in N°14 of “Kaprova” street
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APARTMENTS in KLIMENTSKA STREET (and closeby)

19. SMETANA
20. KLIMT
21. VINCENT

A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 45 min):
When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead.
Take bus 100 and go to its final destination “Zlicin”.
From there, take the yellow metro line to the stop "Namesti Republiky".
Take “Masarykovo nadrazi ” exit when going out of the underground
Once outside, turn to the left taking « Havlickova » street , cross « Na Porici » avenue and
continue by « Zlatnicka » street until « Petrske namesti » square.
Then cross the square and take the 2nd street on the right.
The building with your apartment on your right in N°40 “Klimentska” street.
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22. MASARYK
A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 45 min):

When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead.
Take bus 100 and go to its final destination “Zlicin”.
From there, take the yellow metro line to the stop "Namesti Republiky".
Take “Masarykovo nadrazi ” exit when going out of the underground.
Right in front of you is the “Havlickova” street (the one with the tram rails).

Follow “Havlickova” street and after a couple of meters you will come to number 6, where
your apartment is situated.
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23. MOLDAU
A taxi will cost you around 25 €
By public transportation (takes about 45 min):
When you get out of the luggage zone of Terminal 1, buy tickets at the public transportation
shop on your right. Choose "prestupni jizdenka" for 90 minutes for 32 crowns that is 1,2 €,
0.95 £ or 1,6$. Caution: You need tickets for your luggage items larger than 25 x 45 x
70cm. If you intend to use the public transportation often, take "turisticka sitova jizdenka"
for several days, these also entitle you to carry one larger item for free.
When going straight out of the airport Terminal 1, bus stop is 30 meters ahead.
Take bus 100 and go to its final destination “Zlicin”.
From there, take the yellow metro line to the stop "Namesti Republiky".
Take “Masarykovo nadrazi ” exit when going out of the underground.
Once outside, turn to the left taking « Havlickova » street , cross « Na Porici » avenue and
continue by « Zlatnicka » street until « Petrske namesti » square.
Then cross the square and take the 2nd street on the left (“Klimentska” street).
Walking down the “Klimentska street”, take the 1st turn to the right to « U Nemocenske
pojistovny » street and go to N°4.
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